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We have seen that …Conservation of Energy Relative motion interlude

Everything is in motion

Even stuff that appears to be motionless moves

But of course + motion is relative

E.g. + while you are listening this lecture
you are moving at about 107, 000 km/hr relative to Sun
you are moving even faster relative to center of Galaxy

When we discuss motion of something
we describe motion with respect to something else

To describe motion of something we need:

a reference point + sometimes called the origin

a reference of time
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Conservation of Energy Relative motion interlude
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E.g.



his three basic laws of motion form basis of classical mechanics !







�a =
�Fnet

m
⇔ �Fnet =

�

i

�Fi



�g

�Fg = m�g

g = 9.81N/kg = 9.81m/s2 = 32.2 ft/s2



If a surface is pushed against, it pushes back                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Consider a ladder leaning against a wall!

At region of contact ladder pushes against wall with horizontal 

force compressing distance between molecules in surface of wall!
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Imagine a sled being pulled across icy ground by a led dog !

Dog pulls on a rope attached to sled with a horizontal force causing 

sled to gain speed (Friction is negligible) !

A diagram that shows schematically all forces acting on system is 
called a free-body diagram !

Vector sum of forces in a free-body diagram is equal to mass times 
acceleration !



As your jet plane speeds down runway on takeoff, you decide to 

determine its acceleration, so you take out your yo-yo and note that when 

you suspend it, string makes an angle of 22 degrees with vertical !

(a)   What is acceleration of plane? 
(b)  If mass of yo-yo is 40.0 g, what is tension in string?  







Fn − Fg cos θ = 0

Fg sin θ = mg sin θ = max ⇒ ax = g sin θ

∆x = 1
2axt

2 ⇒ t =
�
2∆x/ax

∆x sin θ = h ⇒ vx =
�
2∆xg sin θ =

�
2gh

vx = axt

vdownward = vx sin θ =
�

2gh sin θ

sin θ =
vdownward√

2gh
⇒ θmax = 34.4◦



It is common to refer to one force in pair as an action and other one 

as reaction!

�FBA = −FAB

�FBA
�FAB

A

A

B

B

Two forces occur simultaneously!

This terminology is unfortunate because it sounds like one force 

“reacts” to other that is not case!



These forces form an action-reaction pair !

If they were only forces present block would accelerate downward 

because it will have only a single force acting on it (and Earth 

would accelerate upward from same reason) !

Upward force             by table on block balances gravitional force on 
block!

Force            acting downward on block is gravitional!

An equal and opposite force              is gravitional!

There is also a downward force               by block on table !

�FgBE

�FgEB

�FnTB

�FnBT

force by Earth on block!

force exerted on Earth by block!







�FHC
�FCH







Newton’s realization was that force must come from Earth                                                            

He further realized that this force must be what keeps Moon  in its orbit!



Gravitational force on you is one-half of a Third-Law pair:         

Earth exerts a downward force on you  and you exert an 

upward force on Earth !
When there is such disparity in m’s reaction force undetectable  

but for bodies more equal in mass it can be significant!



By observing planetary orbits                                                     

Newton also concluded that gravitational force must decrease                                        

as inverse of square of distance between masses!

In its final form Law of Universal Gravitation reads:!

Gravitational force must be proportional to both masses 

�F12 = G
m1m2

r212
r̂12



Magnitude of gravitational constant                               
can be measured in laboratory!

This is  ☛ Cavendish experiment 

G = 6.67 × 10−11 N · m2/kg2

G



Gravity Near Earth’s Surface: Geophysical Applications 

Relate gravitational constant to local acceleration of gravity 
We know that, on surface of Earth !

Solving for      gives !

Knowing    and radius of Earth, mass of Earth can be calculated: !

mg = G
mmE

r2E

g = G
mE

r2E

mE =
gr2E
G

=
(9.80 m/s2)(6.38 × 106 m)2

6.67 × 10−11 N · m2/kg2
= 5.98 × 1024 kg

g

g



Acceleration due to gravity varies over Earth’s surface due 

to altitude, local geology, and shape of Earth, which is not 

quite spherical !

Location          Elevation (m)               g (m/s²)!

Acceleration Due to Gravity at Various Locations on Earth!

New York                             0                               9.803!
San Francisco                    0                               9.800!
Denver                             1650                             9.796!

Pikes Peak                      4300                             9.789!

Sydney, Australia            0                               9.798!

Equator                               0                               9.780!
North Pole                            0                              9.832!

Gravity Near Earth’s Surface: Geophysical Applications 



Falling to Earth  

What is acceleration of an object at  altitude of space 

shuttle's orbit, above 400 km above  Earth surface!



Free fall acceleration is given by  

Total distance related to Earth radius and altitude!

a =
Fg

m
=

GmM⊕/r2

m
= 8.70 m/s2

r = R⊕ + h = 6370 km + 400 km = 6770 km



θmax




